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Objected Oriented Programming
Time

questions

equal

Unit-I

carry

Note Answer any two parts from each question. All
marks.

1.

(a) What do you understand by object
oriented paradigm ? Write the history of

C++

(6) Write data types used in C+.

(Turn Over)

(c) Describe the use of switch statement
using suitable example in C++.

62_JDB_*_(3)

2.

3.

4.
4.

(2)
Unit-II

Classify

following

the

write its usage

is a function?
components of a function.

(a) What

on

using any example.
Write short notes

Inline functions

the

(b) By describing template
(c)
()
(i) Overloaded functions
Unit-ITI

a

a

following

:

C++

example. Write its

destructor in

any

of

between structures and classes.
uses

through

Write the

(a) Compare
(b)
features also.

program
notes on the

Copy constructor

(c) Write short
)

(i) Function overriding

What is a Pointer? Write its usage. Also
explain this pointer.

Unit-IV

(a)

Describe operator

notes on

the

(Continued)

following:

overloading and its

(6)

types.

(c) Write short

(i) Abstract class
(i) Virtual function

62_JDB_X_3)

5.

(3)

Unit-V

File modes

Write short notes

on

the following:

(a) What do you mean by Manipulaltors?
Explain any five manipulators.

(b)

)

Vs. Random Access File

data file in C++

through

program to enter name, age and
and write them into
class.

(in Sequential
(c) Write a
a

salary of employees

62_JDB_x_(3)
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RDBMS (SQL and PLsQL)

question.

All

[MaximumMarks 100
Minimun Pass Marks: 40

Unit-I

processingg

advantages

Answer any two parts from each
questions carry equal marks.

Time Three Hours]

Note

.

over

(a) Define DBMS. Give various
traditional file
of DBMS
system.

(6) Explain the architecture of DBMS.

(Turn Over)

(c) Explain the network and hierarchical data
models.

127 JDB X*_3)

2.

3.

4.

(2)
Unit-II

types of attributes.

the

difference

are

between

difterent
(a) What is attributes? Explain

(6)Explain
specialization and generalization.

(c) Explain the Relational Algebra. What
the uses of Relational Algebra ?

Unit-IlI

(a) Explain any five DDL commands in SQQL.
(6) What is Integrity constraints ? What is the

is

Functional

(Continued)

suitable

PL/SQL

dependencies ?

uses of Integrity constraints in DBMS ?
(c)What

Explain it.
Unit-IV
the basic structure of
program with suitable example.

(a) Explain

with

(6) What is Cursors ? Explain it.

(c)Explain sub-program
example.

127_JDB_*_3)

5.

(3)
Unit-V

(a) What is Parsing? Write the

parsing.

of packages?

uses

of

(b) Explain the security and recovery process.
(c) Explain Package. What are the advantages

127_JDB_*_(3)

80

(4)
(c)Suppose

the head

of a moving

head disk

with zoo tracks, numbered 0 to 199 is

MJ-932

a request at track 143
and has just finished a request at track
125. If the queue of requests is kept in
FIFO order

currently serving

86,

MCA
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147, 91, 177, 94, 150, 102, 175. 130
Paper III

what is the total head movement to
satisfy these requests for the following

disk scheduling algorithm ?
)

Operating System

with Case

of Linux

FCFS

[Maximun

Time: Three Hours

(i) SSTF

[Minimum Pass

(ii) SCAN
(iv) C-LOOK

Note

a file directory system
can
be organized into diferent structure and
explain the advantages of such an

(a) Describe how

1.

40

carry

equal

marks.

(a) Describe the evolution of an operating

advantages and disadvantages.

(b) What are the objectives considered in
design of distributed operating system ?
Explain them with example.

Explain

(c) Explain in brief the services provided by

protection domains mechanism of file
system.

185 JDB*_4)

100

system from simple batch processing to
today's operating system with their

(b) Describe in detail the contiguous
allocation, linked allocation and indexed
allocation. Mention the advantages of the
various file allocation strategies.

protection?

:

Marks

Unit-I

arrangement.

)What is file

Marks

Answer any two parts from each question. All

questions

Unit-V
5.

Study

an operating system. Also explain in brief
the characteristics of batch, time sharin8
and real time operating system.
80

185JDB_*_(4)

(Turn Over)

(2)

(3)

Unit-II

2.

Unit-III

feedback
queue
(a) What is multilevel
scheduling? What advantages is there
having different quantum sixe on different
levels of multilevel feedback queuing

3.

(a) What is dinning philosophers problem?
How is mutual exclusion provided in the
problem ?

(b) What is deadlock? Discuss the various
approaches to recover from the deadlock.

system?

Each

process will

run

the

(c) Consider

that the following processes
arrive for execution at the time indicated.

(6) Suppose

system

Process AllocationMax Available

the listed amount

of time

3

6

Po
P
P2
P3

753

2 0 0

3 2 2

3 0 2

9 0 2

1.0

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

1.5

2.0

4

)

2.0

0.2

2

(i) Is the system

2.5

0.1

4

(ii)

2

4.

(a)

(b)

Scheduler? Explain different
features.
types of scheduler with their

(c) What is

(Continued)

33

a

saïe state?

If a request armives for (1,0, 2) can
the request be granted immediately ?

What

is

virtual

paging.

memory?

What

are

Explain

the advantages

of demand paging?

being

highest priority

4

0 02

What is the content of matrix need ?

demand

4

32

Unit-IV

Preemptive SJF

i) Non-preemptive priority with

3

2 2 2

211

P4

to be scheduled under the following

185JDB *_(4)

010

0.0

Find the average turn around time and
average waiting time for these processes

()

A BC A BC

ABC

Jobs Arrival time| CPU time Priority
2

following snapshot of

is page. replacement technique ?
different
Why it is needed ? Also explain
algorithm with
types of page replacement

What

example.

185 JDB_*_(4)

(Turn Over)
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Note

[Maximum Marks : 100
[Minimum Pass Marks 40

Answer any two parts from each question. All

questions carry equal marks.

Unit-I
1.

(a) What is a clocked J-K flip-flop? What

improvement does it have
clocked R-S flip-flop?

over the

(b) Simplify the following Boolean function

using K-map.
F(w. x, y, z)= Zm (0, 1,2,3, 4, 5, 8, 10,

11, 12, 14, 15)

243JDB_*_3)

(Turn Over)

(3)

(2)
sequential

circuit and

with

circuit

explain

any

Unit-IV

Differentiate

(c)What is sequential circuit ?

combinational

4.

one combinational

Discuss

Unit-II

(a)

What do you

mean

(6) Explain the register
operations as

bits

transfer

are

the importance of DMA
controller with the help of block diagram.

(c) Explain

Unit-V
5.

(a) What is Flynn's classification? xplain

(iii) Memory transfer

in detail.

(iv) Serial transfer

(c) Briefly describe, what do you
microoperations.

mean

Explain

by
the

different types of shift microoperations.

What do you understand by
modes ? Explain all the

do you mean by parallel
processing? Explain its application.

(6) What
(c)

What is Parallelism?

parallelism.

Unit-IlI

(a)

addressing
types

of

addressing modes in detail.
and CISC system and
differentiate between them.

(6) Explain

(c)

RISC

What do you mean by the term Loop?
How loop instructions can be used in

different ways ?

243_JDB_*_(3)

for

asynchronous data tansfer.

micro

(i) Bus transfer

3.

techniques

you mean by asynchronous data
transfer? Explain different techniques of

Parallel transfer

shift

various

(6) What do

transfer

by register

Explain how
language?
represented in registers.

()

the

mapping data from the main memory to
the cache memory.

circuit with example.

2.

(a) Explain the cocept of cache memory.

(Continued)

243 JDB_*_3)

Explain degree of
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V

Software Engineering
Time Three Hours]

[Maximum Marks: 100

[Minimum
Note

Pass Marks

40

Answer any two parts from each question. All

questions carry equal marks.

Unit-I
1.

(a) What

are the problems and crisis
during software development?

arising

(6) What do you mean by process model?
Explain spiral model with its advantages.

(c) Write short notes on the following:
()

Incremental model

(i) RAD model

267_JDB_*_(3)

(Turn Over)

(3)

(2)

Unit-V

Unit-II
2.

(a)

What is SRS? What

the needs of

are

(6) Explain

the process of software

(c) Write short

notes on

5.

(a) Why do we need to perform software

maintenance?

SRS?

the

design.

(6) Explain

the

concept

of

project

management.

following:

(c) What is COCOMO model ? Explain the
COCOMO model with suitable example.

() Data-flow diagram
(i) Decision table
Unit-Ill
3.

(a)

What is software metrics?

Explain the

function-point metrics with example.

6) Explain

how will you

measure

the

quality

of software.
(c)What is case tools?
architecture of case tools.

Explainthe

Unit-IV

4.

(a) Explain the

structured

programming.

Also

explain the advantage and disadvantage
of structured programming.

(6) Explain

the

term

Software-Testing-

Verification and validation.
are the differences between White
box and Black box testing? Explain it.

() What

267JDB_*_(3)

(Continued)
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